The application of bone marrow aspirate concentrate (BMAC) enrich in stem cells, growth factors and other active substances for the scaphoid delayed union treatment
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Despite a steady progress in diagnostic and surgical methods, fractures and scaphoid nonunion disorders continue to pose a serious therapeutic problem. According to various sources, the cause of these problems are mainly delays in diagnosis of fractures, and errors made during proper and adequate treatment. Some author claims that delays ranging from a few weeks to a few dozen months affect 30 to 60% of fractures. This article reports the efficacy of percutaneous autologous bone marrow aspirate concentrate enrich in stem cells and others active substances injection as a minimally invasive method for the treatment of delayed unions of scaphoid bone, preventing open grafting techniques.

7 patients diagnosed with delayed union of non-dislocated fractures of the scaphoid bone participated in this study. Bone marrow has been aseptically harvested from the iliac crest bone and centrifugated. The fissure was cleaned out in a mini-invasive way and 6 ml of BMAC, which was supplemented with 0,6 ml of thrombin, in order to obtain a gel, was administered into the gap. After the surgery, the carpus was immobilized by use of a plaster splint for 8 weeks.

One patient did not attend more than 1 from 6 routine outpatient visits and was excluded from statistical analyses. In 5 patients after 12 weeks from administration of the BMAC we achieved a bone union. In our study we could not reach total restoration of cancellous scaphoid bone, what was identified in CT at 12 week after the percutaneous BMAC injection. However, we achieved pain relief and bone fragments stabilization in all union cases, what it will prevent further arthrosis and other degenerative bone damage.

This is our early experience with the use of BMAC as biologic treatment for delayed union of the scaphoid bone. To our knowledge, this is the first study looking at the effect of percutaneous BMAC delivery to the fracture site in delayed union. We believe that BMAC enrich in stem cells, growth factors and other active substances grafting can be an effective and safe method for the treatment of scaphoid bone healing disturbances. Moreover, in our opinion this percutaneous injection method should be used in all non-dislocated fractures of the scaphoid bone to decrease the risk of develop of non-union, degenerative changes, avascular necrosis or instability and loss of wrist coordination.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite continuous advances in the treatment of bone fractures, disturbances of healing processes remain a difficult challenge. Approximately 10% of treated fractures will require further surgical procedures because of impaired healing [1, 2]. The preferred management of delayed union and nonunion is to provide the essential elements for bone formation. Because open surgery with autologous cancellous bone grafting has become the standard scaphoid healing disturbances treatment, alternative treatments must be equally successful in achieving union but also should provide some additional benefit to justify their use [1].

The ability to control cellular activity becomes a powerful tool in management of orthopedic disorders. Recent advances in cellular and molecular biology have led to the identification of specific cytokines that mediate cellular activities [2,3]. Among others, leukocyte and platelet-rich plasma (L-PRP) enriched with growth factors may enhance bone formation in vitro [3,4] and in vivo [5-7]. However, Bielecki et al. reported that regenerative potentials of L-PRP may be not enough to induce bone healing in all cases [8].

Percutaneous administration of substances with osteoinductive and osteogenic properties offers the advantage of decreased morbidity associated with the classic open grafting tech-
Fig. 1. The bone marrow harvest procedure
Surgical Procedure

The surgical procedure was performed in the operating room under general anaesthesia. The fracture was cleaned out in a microinvasive procedure (2 mm incision) under arthroscopy guidance and the wound was closed by the sutures. An 18-gauge needle was introduced immediately into the gap of delayed union under fluoroscopic guidance (Fig. 2). Then, 6 ml of BMAC, which was connected with 0,6 ml of thrombin, in order to obtain a gel subcutaneously, was administered to the fracture fissure. Plaster immobilisation of the carpus and forearm was applied for 8 weeks. A second injection into the gap or operation with bone grafts was not performed.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Statistica for Windows 6.1 Version (Statsoft). Statistical differences were evaluated using Mann-Whitney’s U-test and \( \chi^2 \) test with Yate’s correction. The Spearman ratio (r) was used to estimate the correlation between parameters. A simulation program for estimating the statistical power of Cox’s proportional hazards model assuming no specific distribution for the successful treatment was used. Probability values \( p \leq 0.05 \) were considered significant.

RESULTS

No complications related to surgical technique were observed. Several patients developed subcutaneous swelling of few millimetres in diameter at the injection site. These areas were first evident during injection and resolved within several hours. A few patients had moderate discomfort at their donor iliac crest site, which generally resolved within a few days.

The average hospital stay was 1 day per patient. Pain relief, good functional outcome and union was observed in 5 of 6 cases. However, none of the patient presented total cancellous bone regeneration, what was identified in CT at 12 week after the percutaneous BMAC injection (Fig. 3A and B).

One patient in whom union did not occur, was qualified for open surgery. Most patients exhibited significant decreased bone mineral density of distal radius in DXA examinations during last visit (\( p=0,0272 \)). BMD value and T-score was within the normal range.

No correlation was observed either between the age of patients and decrease in bone mineral density, or between body mass index and density of the bone. The fracture localization did not significantly influence treatment results. Significant correlation was not also noted between successful bone healing and the time from injury. To examine the influence of particular parameter on treatment outcome, the
Cox's statistic was performed. It demonstrated no significant correlations between parameters.

**DISCUSSION**

Despite a steady progress in diagnostic and surgical methods, fractures and scaphoid nonunion disorders continue to pose a serious therapeutic problem. According to various sources, the cause of these problems are mainly delays in diagnosis of fractures, and errors made during proper and adequate treatment. Some author claims that delays ranging from a few weeks to a few dozen months affect 30 to 60% of fractures [15,16].

Some authors indicate that in case of non-dislocated fractures of the scaphoid bone, plaster immobilisation of the forearm should be applied for 4 to 6 weeks, and then a CT scan should be performed, and if in the follow up the secondary displacement does not occur, further immobilization does not need to be applied. However, some authors postulate that six weeks of immobilization is too short, which also causes difficulties in treatment [15,16]. Incorrectly diagnosed and treated scaphoid fractures lead to serious complications such as pseudoarthrosis, degenerative changes (SNAC-nonunion of the scaphoid collapse, SLAC-including rotary subluxation of the scaphoid bone, triscaphe-degenerative arthritis of the scaphoid, greater and smaller multangular bones, avascular necrosis (AVN), and wrist instability (DISI-dorsal instability intersegment insertion, VISI-palmar flexion instability) [15,17]. Our clinical team indicate that wrist immobilization should be prolonged until 12 weeks, when CT scan performed after 6 weeks does not show union processes. In our study after 3 months immobilization treatment BMAC was injected into the fracture site and further immobilization was applied for 8 weeks. Unfortunately, most patients exhibited a decrease in distal radius mineral density in DXA examinations. However, a BMD value and T-score was still within the normal range.

Most established methods of regenerative medicine require ex vivo cultivation of stem cells and therefore carry several risks, such as infection, high laboratory costs and the need for at least two operations [18]. As an innovative method of cell-based therapy, using BMAC allows intraoperative enrichment and application of mesenchymal and progenitor stem cells as a single-stage procedure [18,19].

The use of mesenchymal stem cells is an effective and constantly evolving method which supports the treatment of disorders of bone healing. These cells, present in the bone marrow, are undifferentiated and have the ability to transform into different types of tissues, including bone [12]. Studies in mice with fracture of the tibia, under the supervision of Dr. Anna Spagnoli of the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill School of Medicine, have shown that the use of mesenchymal stem cells results in significantly better healing of fractures and nonunion disorders. Her research team has further activated the IGF-1 factor, which resulted in even better results of healing, in comparison to treatment without stem cells, and that it is possible to obtain up to 3-4 times stronger tissue [20].

Nevertheless, results of the Duttenhoefer et al. study on implant survival showed that the difference between the clinically feasible BMAC method was not significantly different from the approved, but clinically impractical Ficoll method [21]. Similar results were observed in the split mouth study of Rickert et al. in which sinus augmentation with the BMAC method was compared with the conventional method, which involves biomaterial being mixed with autologous bone [22]. Despite comparable outcomes, modest advantages favored the less invasive BMAC method with shorter fluoroscopy time and procedural duration, which was used in our study.

In addition, delays in treatment, particularly in fractures of the proximal end of the scaphoid is important, because it increases the risk of avascular necrosis. This is due to a specific blood flow in the bone, as vessels pass through it in 1/3 distal part, the remaining part of the bone is supplied by the backward flow [15-17]. Before starting the union disturbances treatment, a number of factors should be considered which will determine the method of treatment and surgical access. The literature commonly focuses on the presence of deformity of the bone (so-called humpback deformity where the interscaphoid angle exceeds 35°), the presence of degenerative changes, avascular necrosis or instability and loss of wrist coordination [15].

In the treatment of scaphoid bone nonunion, mainly in case of the proximal end fracture, restorative treatment involving vascularised or nonvascularised graft is also used. After completion of both vascularised and nonvascularised bone graft, the fractured bone fragments are
stabilized using one of the available types of the consolidation materials listed above. One of the methods, described by Zaidenberg, is a bone graft [23], taken from the distal dorsolateral radial epiphysis. Blood supply is provided here by the so-called 1,2 interpartition ICSR artery located between the first and the second partition of the wrist, although it should be noted that the 2,3 interpartition ICSR artery can also be used in this method. In this method, after the graft is taken, it is turned and placed in the prepared box in the scaphoid, maintaining the blood supply to the transplanted fragment. Another method of vascularised graft, described by Fernandez [24], is a method in which corticocancellous graft was made from the iliac crest, and implantation the second intervolar dorsal arteriola. The author has achieved union in 10 of 11 cases of nonunion, with complicated ischaemic necrosis – the average union time was about 10 weeks. Another method using vascularised graft is the Kawai and Yamamoto method [25], wherein the grafted bone element is rooted in the pronator quadratus. The collected bone block is usually about 15-20 mm, and is stabilized in the scaphoid by two Kirschner wires. With this method, revascularization and correction of the axis of the scaphoid is achieved. In our study we could not reach total regeneration of cancellous bone, what was identified in CT at 12 week after the percutaneous BMAC injection. However, we achieved pain relief and bone fragments stabilization in all union cases, what it will prevent further arthropsis and other degenerative bone damage.

This is our early experience with the use of BMAC as biologic treatment for delayed union of the scaphoid bone. To our knowledge, this is the first study looking at the effect of percutaneous BMAC delivery to the fracture site in delayed union. Most authors believe that the choice of method should be determined by the location and morphology of fracture, and the availability of equipment and level of experience of the operating team.

We believe that BMAC enrich in stem cells, growth factors and other active substances grafting can be an effective and safe method for the treatment of scaphoid bone healing disturbances. Moreover, in our opinion this percutaneous injection method should be used in all non-dislocated fractures of the scaphoid bone to decrease the risk of develop of non-union, degenerative changes, avascular necrosis or instability and loss of wrist coordination.
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